
 

EXCLUDING ANIMAL STUDIES  

When searching the biomedical literature, you may encounter animal studies on your topic that you want to 

exclude. An animal exclusion search filter will help you to do so.   

An animal exclusion search filter is a predetermined search strategy that uses text words (names of different 

animals) as well as subject headings to locate animal studies and selectively remove them from your final results.  

HOW IT WORKS: 

Below, you will find an example of an animal exclusion search filter being applied to a search run in Medline via 

Ovid.  Begin by running your search as you normally would (in this case, we have conducted a search on diabetes 

and the ketogenic diet, sets 1-7).  When you are satisfied with your results, add the animal exclusion filter (sets 8-

10, highlighted in brackets) to your search to locate animal studies and remove them from your final set (set 11).   

Example:  

# Searches Results 

1 Diet, Ketogenic/ 1096 

2 ketogenic*.tw,kf. 3247 

3 1 or 2 3346 

4 Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2/ 123764 

5 (("type 2" or "type II" or non-insulin-dependent or noninsulin-dependent) and diabet*).tw,kf. 148066 

6 4 or 5 181533 

7 3 and 6 88 

8 (Animals/ or Models, Animal/ or Disease Models, Animal/) not Humans/ 4568906 

9 ((animal or animals or canine* or dog or dogs or feline or hamster* or lamb or lambs or mice or 
monkey or monkeys or mouse or murine or pig or pigs or piglet* or porcine or primate* or 
rabbit* or rats or rat or rodent* or sheep* or veterinar*) not (human* or patient*)).ti,kf,jw. 

2265272 

10 8 or 9 4944283 

11 7 not 10 76 
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Searching more than one database?  MUHC librarians have developed search filters to selectively remove animal 
studies from searches in the following databases:  

EMBASE VIA OVID 

25 Final Set 

26 Limit 25 to (conference abstract or conference paper or "conference review") 

27 (animal or animals or canine* or dog or dogs or feline or hamster* or lamb or lambs or mice or monkey or 
monkeys or mouse or murine or pig or pigs or piglet* or porcine or primate* or rabbit* or rats or rat or 
rodent* or sheep* or veterinar*).ti,kw,dq,jx. not (human* or patient*).mp. 

28 26 NOT 27 

29 25 NOT 26 

30 (exp animal/ or exp juvenile animal/ or adult animal/ or animal cell/ or animal tissue/ or nonhuman/ or 
animal experiment/ or animal model/) not human/ 

31 29 NOT (27 OR 30) 

32 28 or 31 

PUBMED 

#7 Final Set 

#8 ((animal[Title] OR animals[Title] OR canine*[Title] OR dog[Title] OR dogs[Title] OR feline[Title] OR 
hamster*[Title] OR lamb[Title] OR lambs[Title] OR mice[Title] OR monkey[Title] OR monkeys[Title] OR 
mouse[Title] OR murine[Title] OR pig[Title] OR pigs[Title] OR piglet*[Title] OR porcine[Title] OR 
primate*[Title] OR rabbit*[Title] OR rats[Title] OR rat[Title] OR rodent*[Title] OR sheep*[Title])) NOT 
(human*[Title] OR patient*[Title]) 

#9 #7 NOT #8 

CINAHL VIA EBSCO  

S7 Final Set 

S8 TI ( (animal or animals or canine* or dog or dogs or feline or hamster* or lamb or lambs or mice or monkey 
or monkeys or mouse or murine or pig or pigs or piglet* or porcine or primate* or rabbit* or rats or rat or 
rodent* or sheep* ) NOT (human* or patient*)) 

S9 S7 NOT S8 

Please note: 

- These search filters are not validated for sensitivity/specificity/precision. More information on the 

validation of search filters is available here and here.  

- Different databases use different terminology, so it’s important to use the appropriate filter for the 

database you are working with. 

- Remember that each search is different! 

For example, using the word “canine” may be appropriate for one search but will not be for a search on 

topics related to dentistry. The same goes for “murine” which may be related to ears, “cat” which might 

refer to a feline or a Computerized Axial Tomography scan, or “calf” as a baby cow or a leg muscle. 

To learn more about searching the biomedical literature, register for a training session, or contact your hospital 

librarian. 
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